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My opinion
Compared to prone patients in ProneViewÂ®
Protective Helmet Systems [1] whose faces can be
monitored via mirror bases built intoÂ them, the faces
of patients whose heads areÂ immobilized in prone
position by pinning [2] can only be visualizedÂ in
ergonomically challenging positions wherein
anesthesia providers have to bendÂ at awkward
angles close to the floorÂ so as toÂ inspect
theirÂ patients' faces. Although inspection of prone
pinned patients' facesÂ may not seemÂ requiredÂ as
frequently as inspection of prone patients' facesÂ in
ProneViewÂ® Protective Helmet Systems,Â it is still a
good idea to have mirrorsÂ readily available
toÂ easilyÂ inspectÂ prone pinnedÂ patients' faces.
ThereÂ are aÂ few options for this task. Firstly,
separately sold ProneViewÂ® Adjustable MirrorsÂ [3]
can be used to inspect prone pinned patients'
faces.Â If their cost isÂ a deterrent, then secondly,
appropriately sized disposable non-glassÂ mirrors can
be bought onlineÂ at very cheap prices [4]. If
appropriately sized disposable mirrors are not
available, appropriately sized reusable undercar
(underbody)Â mirrorsÂ [5] covered with clear
disposable anesthesia screenÂ drapes [6] can be
used to inspect prone pinned patients'
faces.Â However, theseÂ mirrors when placed on
floors mayÂ seem too distantÂ for
closeÂ inspectionÂ ofÂ prone pinned patients'
faces.Â Therefore, these "floor" mirrors either have to
be intermittently brought closerÂ toÂ prone pinned
patients' faces for their intermittent
inspectionÂ orÂ can be fixed and secured closer to the
head immobilization devices to continuously
inspectÂ prone pinned patients' faces. Alternatives to
mirrorsÂ
such
asÂ
phone
cameras
mayÂ
exposeÂ
mobile
devices
toÂ contaminationÂ byÂ prone patients'
secretionsÂ and may raise patient privacy concerns.
Other alternatives to phone camerasÂ such
asÂ GlideScopeÂ® videos and fiberoptic intubation
scope videos may beÂ too costly and ergonomically
difficult when used toÂ intermittently inspect prone
pinned patients' faces,Â especially when their field of
view may beÂ limited as compared to convex reusable
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undercar (underbody) mirrors or flat disposable
non-glass mirrors. The bottom-line is that prone face
inspection mirrors for head immobilized pinned
patients may provide anÂ ergonomically appropriate
opportunity for anesthesia providers to
intermittentlyÂ or continuously inspect prone pinned
patients' faces.
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